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The ‘reproducibility crisis’ in science appears to be a widespread problem that may have its roots in the ‘publish or perish’ culture of
the contemporary academy. Facilitated by a well-developed culture of data sharing, in astrophysics opportunities to reproduce or
replicate published results have been part of the field’s fabric for many decades. The valuable lessons learned from this small
discipline could easily be rolled out to other data-rich disciplines. This essay aims at triggering more extensive discussion of the
numerous advantages of data sharing and responsible research attitudes.
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Psychology. Medicine. Economics. Disciplines that have all been rocked by allegations of driving a
‘reproducibility crisis.’ Awareness of a few high-profile cases—surely only part of what appears a
widespread problem—was propelled into the spotlight by an eye-opening article in The New Yorker
(Lehrer, 2010).
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This perceived crisis is, however, just a symptom of the ‘publish or perish’ culture that pervades the
academy. Publication bias toward statistically significant results, p-hacking—attempts at uncovering
statistically significant signals irrespective of the nature of one’s data (Head et al., 2015)—flawed
significance testing, and even scientific fraud have all been suggested as the culprits. Avid readers of
the Retraction Watch blog (http://www.retractionwatch.com) will be familiar with many of these
problems. Meanwhile, the most prestigious journals and many scientific funding bodies tend to favor
novel, flashy results. Many of those will be statistical outliers by their very nature. Psychologist Brian
Nosek of the Center for Open Science concurs: “Incentives for achievement are similar across
disciplines,” he says. “Publication is essential, and positive, novel, tidy results increase the likelihood of
getting published everywhere”(Weir, 2015).

Reproducibility or, better yet, replication (Peng, 2015)—pursuing the same experiments independently
rather than re-analysis of the same data sets—have so far not been considered of major importance
across the scientific disciplines. But that attitude is changing. Psychology’s Reproducibility Project
(Open Science Collaboration, 2015), biomedicine’s Reproducibility Initiative (Science Exchange,
2016), and the common Principles and Guidelines in Reporting Preclinical Research established by
editors representing the leading biomedical journals (National Institutes of Health, 2014) suggest that
change is imminent. Nosek agrees, “Innovation points out paths that are possible; replication points out
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paths that are likely; progress relies on both” (Weir, 2015).

In my own discipline, astrophysics, opportunities to reproduce or replicate published results have been
part of the field’s basic principles for many decades. Here I highlight some of the valuable lessons from
a small field, ideas that could indeed be rolled out easily to other data-rich disciplines. I hope that this
will trigger more extensive discussion of the numerous advantages of data sharing and responsible
research attitudes. Attitudes and objectives that include transparency, independent verification,
reproducibility, and replicability form the basis of rigorous scientific assessment. Reproducibility doesn’t
make a result right; neither does failure to replicate a result make it necessarily wrong.

In astrophysics we have been operating under open-data policies for longer than my professional
memory stretches. Our colleagues have been making primary as well as derived data freely available
for decades—both observational results and, increasingly, the outcomes of large-scale numerical
simulations. An excellent recent example was inspired by the discovery of a ‘supernova’—the
explosive death of a star several times more massive than our Sun—which was serendipitously found
to be ‘gravitationally lensed’ by a massive galaxy group located along our sightline. Similarly to optical
lensing, this leads to the occurrence of multiple images of the supernova’s host galaxy. The main
competing research teams agreed to share all relevant data to enable independent predictions of when
this supernova might be seen in the other images (Treu et al., 2016). In turn, this facilitated a true blind
test of the models’ validity, leading to some of the most precise measurements ever achieved of a
number of fundamental physical parameters.

This culture of sharing is not driven by altruism—competition for hot scientific results and high-profile
publications is as fierce as anywhere in science—but determined by demographics. Astrophysicists
don’t usually run their own laboratories, but most rely on shared international facilities. After all, we
need access to dark skies, a rare commodity near leading institutions in major population centers.
Instead, we need to travel to isolated islands or remote mountains, sites that enjoy unimpeded air flows
—all to avoid image blurring caused by turbulence.

Construction, operation, and maintenance of cutting-edge astronomical observatories is expensive; our
research funders understandably want to achieve the best value for their money. Ever since the
Internet became a mainstream tool, most publicly funded observatories have provided open data
archives. Principal investigators retain proprietary data rights for a year, sometimes longer, but once
that period has passed, anyone with an Internet connection can download, analyze, and eventually
publish the observational data and their own analysis. All major data archives employ well-documented
software pipelines, so that one can go back to the original observations and retrace the steps leading
to the final products. Current open-data policies have gone significantly beyond initial efforts to provide
access on a per-facility basis. For more than a decade, data managers at many public observatories
have been working on implementing common standards in archiving in the framework of the
International Virtual Observatory Alliance (Quinn et al., 2004), pursuing full interoperability among its
member organizations.

Nevertheless, few articles only reproduce previous work because of the journals’ focus on novelty. In
many fields, replicating previous studies before pursuing the novelty factor carries an implicit penalty:
reproduction takes time and often significant resources, while it doesn’t lead to tenure or promotions.
Not yet, at least, although current developments are promising.
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Common fears and objections regarding open-data policies (e.g., Smith & Roberts, 2016) have not
been borne out. Sure, our competitors also have access to the same data we are interested in, and on
rare occasions we might even get scooped. Fortunately, such instances do not happen regularly, not
even in hotly contested subfields. There simply is an overwhelming body of data ‘out there,’ so
encroaching on someone else’s territory is not a priority. And indeed, some colleagues will use and
publish publicly available data and gain promotions using data they didn’t obtain themselves. This, I
believe, is laudable: after all, secondary use of data languishing in archives enhances their impact.

Not everyone agrees. In a recent editorial in the New England Journal of Medicine (Longo & Drazen,
2016), scientists engaging in secondary data analysis were called “research parasites”. Fortunately,
this thoughtless generalization triggered a significant backlash and led to the establishment of annual
awards for rigorous secondary data analysis, tongue-in-cheek referred to as T
‘ he Parasites’ (Oransky
& Marcus, 2016).

But providing access to data on its own does not guarantee replicable science. Human fallibility plays a
major role in the publication of incorrect results. Scientists are often poorly trained in data curation,
computational version control, or the latest statistical advances (Fidler & Gordon, 2013; Peng, 2015). I
am deputy editor of one of the family of journals owned by the American Astronomical Society (AAS).
Unique among our competitors, we employ a dedicated statistics editor who scans most submissions
for potential issues related to the statistical treatments used by their authors—publication bias, use of
inappropriate statistical techniques, and p-hacking come to mind.

Now that we have entered the era of Big Data, new and evolving data policies must be considered.
One of the impending major developments in astronomy is the construction of the Large Synoptic
Survey Telescope (LSST), which will observe the entire sky visible from its base in Chile every three
days. The data deluge that is due to pour into the observatory’s computer servers will amount to many
petabytes every night—too much for a single human to comprehend, and too much to store long-term
as well. The prospects of making a movie of the night sky—which is, in essence, the LSST’s raison
d’être—is exciting, but it will fast forward us into a truly new era of data sharing.

Our journals are gearing up for the task already. The AAS journals recently established a specific
workflow for computational articles. Peer-reviewed computer codes and the associated data sets can
now be published, and thus cited. In turn, this policy serves to encourage authors to publish the
computational codes underlying their advanced data analyses, all in the interests of reproducibility.
Some of our sister journals have been publishing similar material for a few years already. This
approach is also adopted by a number of journals in fields like psychology, which issue open-data
badges to articles that provide clear information on their data provenance.

To date, reproducibility scandals haven’t hit astrophysics as a field (but see Chang 2016; NASA 2016);
instead, our highly valued culture of data sharing, driven by necessity, has enabled our science to
move forward much faster and more decisively than if we had selfishly held on to our data. The positive
aspects of this approach have proven to outweigh the disadvantages by far. Physics as a whole has
been at the forefront of public data provision. Perhaps other fields should seize the opportunities as
well. Replicability doesn’t need to depend on the goodwill of a few individual scientists, but fears of
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losing control of one’s data are deep-rooted.

“Reproducibility is important, hard, and improvable,” says Nosek. “We can nudge the incentives driving
our behavior, so that researchers are rewarded for more transparent and reproducible research.”
Indeed. Now tell your research administrators. And your colleagues.
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